7. Feathered Swags on the Move

Intermediate

Suggested class fee for demo/lecture/hands-on class combo-$90 per student

Hands-on-$125 per student

Class description
Learn how to make these awesome looking feather swags like they are winding, crawling, moving, wiggling as if they are
just about to leap off your quilt! Join Irena as she shows her unique and effective way winding through all of these twists
and turns while putting the feathers into motion. Learn this trick with no marking, and most important: learn how to make
some gorgeous looking feathers.
Supplies: drawing pad with no lines or grid, soft, non mechanical pencil, thread clippers
Class kit $20-laminated workbook and dry erase pen
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8. Fun, Funky and Whimsical Freehand Designs

Confident beginner

Suggested class fee for demo/lecture/hands-on class combo-$90 per student

Hands-on-$125 per student

Class description

Learn from Irena as she makes up designs on a whim as she goes. You will learn how to make up some unique and
unusual designs, by playing with shapes you are already familiar with and then adding some unexpected twists, turns and
embellishments. You need to relax and just stitch away. You are the only one who knows how your design is supposed to
look like! If you love what you just created, other people will love it too.
Supplies: drawing pad with no lines or grid, soft, non mechanical pencil, thread clippers

Class kit $20-laminated workbook and dry erase pen
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9. Freehand Borders and Sashings

Confident beginner

Suggested class fee for demo/lecture/hands-on class combo-$90 per student

Hands-on-$125 per student

Class description
There is a lot of simple and beautiful designs you can use to fill in borders, or sashings. No marking is necessary, just
learn how to improvise as you go using these simple and easy to execute design motifs. Keep it simple and beautiful is a
motto for this class. You will be surprised by how many different design ideas you can learn in this class. There is never a
shortage of design ideas in any of Irena's classes.
Supplies: drawing pad with no lines or grid, soft, non mechanical pencil, thread clippers
Class kit $20-laminated workbook and dry erase pen
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10.

Bluhming Background Designs

Confident beginner

Suggested class fee for demo/lecture/hands
demo/lecture/hands-on class combo-$90 per student

Hands-on--$125 per student

Class description

Say goodbye to any conventional way of using stippling to fill in negative spaces with fun, beautiful and unique fillers.
This easy to execute technique will have your creative juices flowing once you learn this very simple and
easy to understand design concept. You would be able to add your own twist to Irena’s ideas. From very
dense to allover, this unique technique is very forgiving and the visual effects are very impressive. No planning ahead and
no marking are required.
Supplies: drawing pad with no lines or grid, soft, non mechanical pencil, thread clippers

Class kit $20-laminated
laminated workbook and dry erase pen
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11. Formal Feathers-Basics
Basics and Beyond

Beginners

Suggested class fee for demo/lecture/hands--on class combo-$90 per student

Hands-on-$125
$125 per student

Class description
If you have never tried the formal feathers, it is about time! You will never regret it, once you understand the design concept,
conc
the
flexibility and versatility. The rest is just putting
ting a little effort into trying to get them looking exactly the way you like them. The versatility
in creating quilting designs using these feathers can't be underestimated! Starting with the basics followed by little more advanced
designs, you will realize
ze that you can do anything you wish using these feathers on customers or your own quilts once you know how.
Class supplies: Large drawing pad with no lines or grid and soft pencil, thread clippers, corsage pins

Class kit $20-laminated workbook and dry erase pen
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12. Let’s Make a Winner-Pattern design -Part I

Intermediate

Suggested class fee for this class is $100 per student
Class description

If you feel like you have no idea how to start your own original quilt design, you can’t miss this class! There is nothing
better than creating your own original quilt design from scratch. Even if you don’t believe you can do it, you might be
surprised how easy it will be after Irena’s step-by-step instructions. You will learn how to create your own patterns first.
Then you will learn how to make choices in which patterns to use in order to create a very impressive looking quilt design
layout of your own.

13. Let’s Make a Winner-Original quilt design from scratch -Part II

Intermediate

Suggested class fee for this class is $100 per student
Class description
In this class, you will realize that you can create your own, original quilt design as you will try putting all of the pieces of a
puzzle together and create your own design layout. You will see the results of your freshly acquired skills as soon as you
take a look at your own, original quilt design finished before the class is over.
Class supplies: Large drawing pad with no lines or grid, soft pencil, 45”X45” (white or off white) of 100% cotton sateen
for the top, 2 Mark B Gone blue washable marking pens, 1 clover eraser & pins
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Intermediate

14. Mixed techniques quilt design I
Suggested class fee for this class is $100 per student
Class description

In this class you will learn all the basics necessary to create a quilt top ready for stitching. You will learn how to prepare
and stitch machine applique in an easy way. Machine applique will be used as a base foundation for your quilt design
which will be enhanced with quilting designs during the second part of this class.
Intermediate

15. Mixed techniques quilt design II
Suggested class fee for this class is $100 per student
Class description

In this class you would be learn how to create your own quilt design layout by enhancing your machine applique design
with quilting patterns. Coloring technique demo and a short hands-on coloring session will be part of this class. The main
quilt design will be colored later after the quilting of your piece is complete. Your quilt top should be designed, marked,
and be ready for stitching before the class is over.
Class supplies: Large drawing pad with no lines or grid, soft, non mechanical pencil, Mark B Gone blue washable
marking pen, pins, paper scissors, fabric scissors
Class kit $35- 45"X45" of dark background fabric, 1/2 y of white 100% cotton fabric, 1/2 y of batik fabric, freezer paper,
glue stick, fabric marker
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16. Quilts of a different Color

4 hour hands
hands-on

Everyone

Suggested class fee for this demo/lecture/hands
demo/lecture/hands-on class combo is $70 per student
Class description

Learn how easy it is to apply colorr using regular colored pencils to a small, quilted piece. Don’t be afraid of using bold,
bright colors to create great contrast and drama to your piece.
Also learn how to do very impressive looking shading in order to create a 3D effect. Your design might
mig look bright, or very
soft if you prefer. Once you learn how easy it is, you will ask yourself, ”why haven’t I tried it a long time ago!”
$35 Class kit: Quilted panel, box of 12 pencils, 2 oz bottle of Textile Medium, 6
6-piece
piece brush set, CD with instructions, 1
oz plastic dispenser cup with lid, 12 paper patterns package.
No other supplies are needed.
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17. Whimsical and Funky Feathers –Basics
Basics and Beyond
Suggested class fee for demo/lecture/hands-on
on class combo
combo-$90 per student

Confident beginners
Hands-on-$125
$125 per student

Class description
Students will be presented with wide variety of unique and interesting looking feathers on the cutting edge and learn how to
use them in quilting design. The best thing about these feathers is that they are easy to stitch. No backtracking, period. If you
are ready to change your quilting style and wish to impress your custom
customers
ers or the judges, it’s time to use these easy to
execute feathers. Students will be inspired and encouraged to develop their own style.
Class supplies: Large drawing pad with no lines or grid and soft pencil, thread clippers, corsage pins
Class kit $20-laminated workbook and dry erase pen
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